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GYMGAINZ was founded with the goal of supporting people in their athletic

performance. Today, this is still the main goal, but with a few side objectives. For

example, we want to be one of the only clothing brands with a strong commitment to

environmental friendliness and green production. This is one of the reasons we also

work with print-on-demand manufacuring. The clothing and fashion industry is a very

polluting sector and we want to try to reduce this as a trendsetter. We also do this by

working with environmentally friendly and ecological fabrics such as organic cotton,

which is grown without the use of pesticides. Without pesticides, we eliminate the

factor that makes the normal cotton industry so polluting. When we use polyester in

our clothing we use the recycled variety.

Besides environment, we find sustainability in general very important. So we choose

ecological, but very qualitative products with which we try to support every athlete in

both sporting performance and daily activities. It is important for athletes to be able to

combine comfort with elite performance in whatever activity they persue. 

At GYMGAINZ, we are also strongly committed to building our community. We do this

through paid subscriptions that give access to workout schedules, exclusive articles

and more. There is also a forum open to the public where people can help each other

grow in their fitness and sports adventures. The idea is that members are in close

contact with Team GYMGAINZ and can receive personalized guidance if needed.

Thus, we also offer personalized workout plans in addition to the standardized plans

available to everyone (for a fee). 
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Our motivation is to make people more aware of the influences that sports can have

on both physical and mental health. We want to start creating a new mindset where

sports and health become basic needs. To start achieving this we need to be able to

appeal to a large group of people, hence the ease of community building. Once the

community grows, people will also begin to adjust their mindset towards our vision. 

 Our B2B program allows you to order completely unique and personalized products

for your business. This includes all the products we sell B2C, as well as some

additional products that we personally design. All this with the same mindset: 100%

comfort combined with 100% performance.
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